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The  Problem 01.

According to a report by CipherTrace, a crypto
intelligence company on May 13th 2021 
“crime in the booming DeFi space hit an all-time high.”

Nearly 99% of major fraud and misappropriations 
volume stemmed from DeFi protocols performing
rug pulls and exit scams

There’s no doubt that this percentage will continue
to grow in 2021 and the years to come; considering
the number of incidents that have already 
transpired this year.

The losses incurred every year in the DeFi space 
amount to nearly a billion. After seeing people loose 
millions and even their life savings from fraud is 
disheartening and would tarnish the name of the 
DeFi sector when the true potential of this space is 
limitless and it deters even the genuine projects .

Current scenario of the DeFi sector
DeFi-related hacks and scams already make up more than
 60% of major crime rate volume in 2021
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Our Solution

We present to you the first ever Decentralized Audit Yield Farm-DYOR Audit. 

We offer cost effective audits. 

Payment can be made through staking of the
$DYOR Token. 

The status of the audits are updated on our website 
for all to see. 

The industry security standards are 
made transparent for all.

We also offer Bounty initiatives to members of 
the community who provide information about 
bad actors and illicit behaviour through the 
$DYOR Token.
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How are we different from other Audit firms?

Evolving and keeping up to date with
the latest security standards.

Effective communication system 
between the auditors and investors.

Our Solution

A dynamic community over 
the reliance of a so called 
trusted name.

A transparent audit system that 
prioritizes end user safety.
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How is our Audit performed?

Phase 1
Our well versed security researchers and smart contract developers
perform comprehensive audits as given below.

A line by line manual 
check by the clinical 

analysis. 

Analysis by the 
security wing of the 

team itself.

Multi-layered 
vulnerability scans.

An incentivized 
community check.

The DYOR PURGE 
PROTOCOL.

Our Agenda 04.



How is our Audit performed?

We provide the recommendations for
code changes to our prospective clients.

The changes recommended must be 
done and the vulnerabilities found are to
be solved after which, a final report be issued. 

A time limit will be given to make the 
necessary changes. Failure of which, will lead 
to the reports being uploaded without 
the changes.

We then move into rectifying any disrepancies found in the initial report.
Phase 2

We also provide KYC 
Verification as a value 
added service.

The issued final report will 
be comprehensive and 
easy to understand for 
even the average investor.

Note:
RESULTS:

ACCOUNTABILITY:

ACTION:

Our Agenda 05.



The Purge Protocol

We acknowledge that this is not an easy task and the community 
itself has the potential to save itself from scammers. So together 
we can create a DeFi space that is safe and welcoming to 
everyone. And thanks to $DYOR Token, that would run the entire 
show.

Our Agenda 06.

The Purge Protocol is the heart and soul of DYOR Audit. 
Our core Values of the purge protocol are to clean up the DeFi 
space and help the space reach new heights by providing 
services to the genuine projects while purging the bad actors. 



Services other than Audits

Our Services

Smart Contract Creation & Deployment 

UI/UX Architecture & Inception 

Our UI/UX designs are tailor made to each client, 
promising to make a new experience with every 
project so that no two projects look the same. 

DEX Design & Development

Custom Blockchain Solutions 

We can build any project onto any chain or even 
Multi-Chain deployments as per your requirements.

07.

Building DEXes (Decentralized Exchanges) is one of our 
specialities. We build unique and safe DEXes that stand 
apart from other clones.

We create Smart Contracts for any type of DApp, like 
designing DEXes (Decentralized Exchanges), NFTs, 
games, tokens, pre-sales and deployment of Smart 
Contracts or Custom Functions that you may require.



Launch Your Project on DYOR Now!

It gets better, as we even offer the additional service of creating your custom smart contracts 
from scratch for a minor fee. But we've still left the best for last. To list your ICO, IDO or Pre-Sale on the DYOR 
LaunchPad simply fill our LaunchPad Application Form and after getting approved post submission- participate in 
the $DYOR Token Pre-Sale to launch your next big Crypto or De-Fi idea while also acquiring the valuable $DYOR 
token asset! #WinWin

If you have a disruptive idea and are looking to raise some serious capital via an ICO, IDO or Pre-Sale 
but don't possess the technical know-how, then don't you worry, because DYOR Audit is here to help you!

DYOR LaunchPad 08.

Presenting the DYOR LaunchPad  specifically designed to help you raise funds with our Multi-Chain ecosystem 
that will help boost your project by raising capital across CoinEx Smart Chain, Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain 
and Polygon on one highly secured platform!



Why choose us?

DYOR LaunchPad 09.



Our Roadmap 10.

Phase 1:

DYOR Token Release

15th March, 2022

Pre-Sale Ends

31st December, 2021

Multi-Chain
LaunchPad

DYOR Token Burn 
(Unsold Tokens)

10th March, 2022

Community
Audits

1st October, 2022

Listing on Top 
Exchanges 

1st November, 2022

Initiating Staking 
Audit Services

Official Launch
PURGE PROTOCOL

Integrating Security 
Panel with Operations

Progress Towards
 DYOR Phase 2

DApp Builder
Platform

15th July, 2022

Deployment of 
Farms & Pools
20th March, 2022

26th October, 2021

DEX Launch

1st September, 2021

 8th July, 2021

Landing Page 
Launch

21st October, 2021

DYOR Token
Public Pre-Sale

GOAL

START

25th March, 202220th October, 2022December, 2022 10th September, 2022



Future Scope

Our Vision

A platform that allows users to build their own 
Decentralized Exchanges and Apps with a drag and 
drop method from pre-created templates.

The $DYOR Token will be utilized to gain access to the 
platform and for utilizing premium functions that will 
be provided.

DApp Builder Community Audits

11.

As we progress on the course of cleaning the bad 
actors from the DeFi space, DYOR Audit would 
introduce a community platform that allows, good 
actors to join and help with audits.

Good samaritans in the space, that audit 
contracts and DEXes that have malicious 
behaviour would be incentivized $DYOR Token.



DYOR Tokenomics

Ticker Symbol: DYOR

Fair Launch - No Private Sale, No Seed Round, No Investor Funds. Public Pre-Sale via time-locked 
vested Smart Contracts to prevent token dump.

Duration of Pre-Sale:  70 days starting October 21st, 2021 and ending December 31st, 2021 .

Pre-Sale Price:  $1 (Buying via USDC/USDT on MATIC vs BSC or ETH to receive 10% bonus tokens/
wallet address for first 30 days) 

Our Tokenomics 12.
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Token Name:  DYOR Token Min Deposit (Per Wallet Address):  $100 USDT/USDC

Max Deposit (Per Wallet Address):  $100,000 USDT/USDC

Multi-Chain Pre-Sale:  CoinEx Smart Chain, Binance Smart Chain & Polygon Network.

Initial Supply (Pre-Minted):  40 Million $DYOR Tokens - 10 Million $DYOR Tokens for sale on each
 Blockchain. Additional Tokens minted to be used for team allocation and exchange listings.



DYOR Smart Contracts

Our Smart Contracts 13.

$DYOR Token Contract Address:

Pre-Sale Contract Address:

Time-Lock Contract Address:

0x5089968B64B799119Cd30b054bE090c095021EC0

0x603528289a69C5a82F989117d8961C651e2d628D

0x603528289a69C5a82F989117d8961C651e2d628D

0x4e2987fd83E12BD27949eB5fa8a46fD87C39A03A

0x4e2987fd83E12BD27949eB5fa8a46fD87C39A03A

0x5089968B64B799119Cd30b054bE090c095021EC0

Polygon Network CoinEx Smart Chain Binance Smart Chain

0x603528289a69C5a82F989117d8961C651e2d628D

0x4e2987fd83E12BD27949eB5fa8a46fD87C39A03A

0x2BF5Bf4Eeb7f85E6B530F09a3366B3F8619CE39f



Our Tokenomics 14.

75%

25%

10,000,000 to be allocated on 
Polygon Network

25%

25%

15%

4,000,000(To be listed at higher than 
Pre-Sale price - Exact price TBD)

10%

6,000,000 (Time locked for 48 months & 
equal % released every 30 days starting  
5 months post pre-sale, i.e. 125,000 
$DYOR Tokens released every month 
from 15th May, 2022)

10,000,000 to be allocated on 
Binance Smart Chain

30,000,000 (Time locked for 36 months & 
equal % released every 30 days starting 3 
months post pre-sale, i.e. from 15th March, 
2022 onwards.) Unsold tokens to be burnt.

Tokens For Listing On Exchanges:

Team’s Allocation:

Binance Smart Chain:

Polygon Network:

Public Sale Allocation:

CoinEx Smart Chain:
10,000,000 to be allocated on 
CoinEx Smart Chain



Thank You!

Visit our website: www.dyoraudit.com 
Contact us via E-mail: RnD@dyoraudit.com


